
CS 550 Lab 3 (Metacircular Evaluator) 

Week 3 - Apr 17 – Apr 21, 2017.  

 

Name 1:________________________________________________________________________ 

Drexel Username 1:___________________________________________________ 

 

Name 2:________________________________________________________________________ 

Drexel Username 2:___________________________________________________ 

 

Instructions:  For this exercise you are encouraged to work in groups of two so that you can discuss the 
problems, help each other when you get stuck and check your partners work.  This lab introduces the 
Metacircular Evaluator (interpreter) from SICP and its variant that separated syntactic analysis from 
execution.  You will study the code, run some simple examples and make some minor modifications and 
study their affect.   

We will use a port of the code from SICP to Racket by Geoff Mainland.  There are some minor 
modifications to the code from SICP to make it compatible with Racket (e.g. [] syntax, use of mcons 
rather than cons) and some further minor modifications to clarify the code (use of the names mceval 
and mcapply instead of eval and apply) and enhance use (e.g. error handling in driver-loop).  The 
necessary files are:   

1)  mceval.rkt  

2) analyzingmceval.rkt 

3) test.rkt 

4) Makefile 

Both files (1) and (2) can be loaded into DrRacket and run.  Executing the command (driver-loop) 
initiates a REPL for the Metacircular interpreter.  You can exit it by click on EOF.  Alternatively the 
function (top-mceval expr) evaluates the expression expr using the-global-environment.  On a Linux 
system, such as tux, you can build a standalone executable using the provide Makefile that runs the 
Metacircular interpreter REPL.  The test file test.rkt contains unit tests for the problems in the lab.  The 
command “make run-test” will make an executable to run the tests and then runs the tests. 

 

1. Study the code in mceval.rkt.  Trace through what happens when the following expressions are 
evaluated.  Note that the definition of fact will cause an error since the primitive functions =, -
and * are not defined.   
 
(define (fact n) (if (= n 0) 1 (* n (fact (- n 1))))) 
(fact 3) 



 
2. Add the following primitive functions, +, -, = and * and verify that the first set of unit tests 

succeed. 
 

3. Modify the Metacircular interpreter to support the let special form.  Note that (let bindings 
body) is equivalent to ((lambda (vars) body) vals) where bindings = ((name1 val1) … (namet valt)) 
and vars = (name1 … namet) and vals = (val1 … valt).  Therefore, you can implement let, by 
writing a transformer function let->app which takes a let expression as input and returns the 
equivalent application expression.  Write and test the let->app function and then add a case in 
mceval, which uses let->app, to support let expressions.  Use the cond case, which uses a similar 
approach, to guide your implementation.  Verify that the second unit test is satisfied. 
 
 

4. The last test which illustrates static scope should pass.  Modify mceval and mcapply to use 
dynamic scope instead.  After doing so, modify the last test so that it checks to see that the 
result returned is what is expected when dynamic scope is used.   In order to keep things 
straight, I would copy mceval.rkt and test.rkt files and make your changes there.  Don’t forget to 
modify the require in the new test file to refer to the new mceval file. 
 

5. Study the code in analyzingmceval.rkt and trace through the example in question 1.  First call 
analyze directly on this sequence of expressions [you can wrap them in a begin] and then apply 
the resulting function to the-global-environment. Compare to the first interpreter.  Which is 
more efficient and why? 

 

 

 


